
About the QLX
The QLITE.X from QSOLAR is by far the lightest durable silicon PV module in the world, 40% lighter than

conventional modules for the same power rating and greater impact strength.

It uses our groundbreaking icycells® technology, allowing air to circulate through ducts behind the cells, and

incorporating UV-reflective technology to maintain constant cell temperature. High-quality custom-made silver

tab ribbons further help to eliminate resistive losses.

The 'Z-stress' design is also a unique feature of the QLX. The module is lightly flexible, allowing it to freely expand

due to temperature variation and then return to its original shape. As a result, residual stresses inside the panel

are reduced, extending its lifetime up to and even over 25 years.

All QSOLAR modules are encapsulated with our patented SPRAYTEK® material, which offers better protection

than glass and EVA. Using this material, we are able to produce lightweight, flexible, impenetrable panels with

no exposed metal parts, of any size, any power and any colour.

The lightest silicon-cell panel ever

No EVA, no TPT and no glass

10-year product warranty

Available in any color

10x the impact strength of glass

PID-free

No exposed metal parts

No earthing required

The
Revolutionary

Ultralight

QS QLX



QSOLAR DESIGNS AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. QSOLAR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGES AS A RESULT OF ERRORS OR OMISSIONS CONTAINED IN THIS DATA SHEET.

About QSOLAR
QSOLAR is a leading innovator in solar panel technology, with a wide range of products designed to meet the

needs of any solar power application. Visit us at WWW.QSOLAR.NET to find out more.

QSOLAR Limited is a Canadian company headquartered in Calgary (Alberta) and listed on the Canadian

Stock Exchange (CSE) under the symbol QSL (www.cnsx.ca).
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